
Are work challenges 
keeping you up at night?



We know the pressures leaders face because we’ve been in 
your shoes at some of the nation’s top organizations.  

INTRODUCING ENDEAVOR MANAGEMENT’S

RAPID ROADMAP  
RESULTS
We co-create a roadmap and readily applicable recommendations. 
We dive deep using a strategic, rapid approach, guided by a series of 
expertly facilitated meetings over 3-5 weeks. 

You don’t have to face your 
challenges alone. Let’s quickly  
get you on the road to success...

...and a better  
night’s sleep.

ROADMAPS WE CREATE:
•   Standing up new functions like service lines, innovation 

centers, change management 
• Launching new products, services, facilities
•  Integrating culture, brand, and operations following 

mergers and acquisitions
•  Evolving best practices in areas like marketing, brand, 

physician relations, call centers
• Elevating leader and functional value 
•  Fostering collaboration between functions like marketing, 

HR, strategy, experience management
• Developing high-performing leaders and teams
• Creating strategic plans  

REACH OUT TODAY
www.endeavormgmt.com/rapidroadmap

Our approach engages and surfaces the best input from all members

• Situation analysis (8-dimension assessment)  
• Kickoff meeting with facilitators and executive experts  
• Targeted 2-hour onsite working meetings with key stakeholders 
• Insights from experts with relevant executive experience
• Content creation and materials 
• Transformation roadmap



WHAT’S YOUR NEXT BRIGHT IDEA?
At Endeavor we specialize in enhancing revenue and enterprise 
performance by integrating brand, operations, and culture.  
 
Our collaboration with our creative partners at RTRN sets  
us apart, combining industry expertise, creative strength,  
consulting skills, and data science.

OUR EXECUTIVES IN RESIDENCE TEAM
We’re a team of experienced executives dedicated to helping 
leaders navigate complexity. We provide peer counsel, foster 
leadership growth, guide through transformation, offer 
interdisciplinary collaboration, and lead innovative strategies  
for change.

As part of Endeavor Management, a top-25 consulting firm, we 
bring together intellectual powerhouses from diverse levels within 
and beyond the healthcare sector, forming a brain trust of veteran 
leaders accessible to you. We are your partners in success, ready to 
help from day one so you don’t have to lead alone. 

www.endeavormgmt.com/rapidroadmap


